TRIBAL NATIONS RESILIENCE NOFO QUESTIONS

1. Can GOE Tribal Nations Energy Resiliency funding be used to retain a qualified engineering firm to perform an assessment of existing renewable energy systems on Tribal trust land, develop recommendations for repair, operational improvements or upgrades, and, if warranted, implement the recommendations?

Answer:
This Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) seeks projects that will support Nevada’s tribal nations in developing energy resilience, economic recovery opportunities and energy equity through planning, analysis and/or infrastructure that is scalable for use statewide. A project seeking to assess existing renewable energy systems on Tribal trust land, including the development of repair recommendations, operational improvements or upgrades, and, if warranted the implementation of recommendations would, broadly, be eligible to apply for this funding. However, awards will be evaluated through the priorities (Section IV.2.C.) and scoring matrix (Section V) detailed in the NOFO, and GOE reserves the right to accept or reject any or all applications received.